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After completing your self-review entries, school or grade level instructional improvement plans, and student data, develop and
record a Student Learning Objective (SLO). Identify your instructional strategies and the support you need to help achieve this SLO.

These prompts and entries help guide your SLO development. While you should complete each entry, you do not necessarily need
to respond to each of the questions or criteria.

Baseline Data and Rationale

What sources(s) of data did you examine in selecting this SLO? Summarize trends and patterns. If this is the same SLO as you
submitted last year/semester/interval, please provide justification for why you are repeating your goal. Did you consider both
qualitative and quantitative data?

My goal is based on student performance on a self-assessment of communicative skills and the can-do statements of the
Wisconsin Linguafolio as well as baseline reading, written, and speaking tasks designed by the teacher. Students in world
languages are evaluated on their ability to communicate via reading, writing, speaking, and listening in the target language as
well as cultural awareness of the country/countries where the target language is spoken. In my fourteen years of teaching
experience tendencies of student learning have shown that while students are able to improve performance efficiency (i.e.
rehearsed and memorized presentations, etc.) relatively easily, proficiency in spontaneous acts of communication is much
slower and less effective in traditional pedagogy. Both conversational and interpretive listening and reading are much more
complex and challenging for non-native speakers due to the demanding level of attention and vocabulary as well as other
language conventions. My goal is to assist students in improving not only their ability to carry on conversations and negotiate
meaning, but to also feel more comfortable in spontaneous communicative situations. According to the American Council of the
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), a student in a Level 5 difficulty language course (e.g. German 5) should attain an
Intermediate level of proficiency by the completion of this year-long course. This proficiency level can be further broken down
into three subgroups to differentiate between the attainment of students with different experiences and abilities (Intermediate
low, Intermediate mid, and Intermediate high).

Learning Content/Grade Level

Which content standards are relevant to/related to/in support of your goal? Is this content reinforced throughout the interval of this
goal? Did you identify the national, state, or local standards relevant to your role in the district?

Presentational writing fluency / German 5 NCSSFL-ACTFL Can-Do Statements and LinguaFolio® Self-Assessment Statements
- from level Novice to Intermediate

Student Population

Which students are included in the target population? How does the data analysis support the identified student population?

59 students in German 5 will be covered by this SLO. 70 students are currently enrolled in German 5. There are 1 freshman, 34
juniors, and 35 seniors in three separate classes. Two students lived in Germany while young. One student's mother is raising
him to speak German. Three students are bilingual in English and a language other than German. Other students have had
experience traveling to German-speaking countries via exchange or family. - students performing at level 1 and 2 proficiency

Targeted Growth



Have you identified the starting point for each target student? How did you arrive at these growth goals?

By the end of German 5, students should be performing within Intermediate proficiency range. In general, students at the
Intermediate level can communicate information and express thoughts about familiar topics using sentences and series of
sentences. They can write some simple paragraphs about events and experiences in various time frames. According to
research that ACTFL conducted, these targets are rigorous and achievable based on the amount of years that MCPASD offers
world languages and the length of time these students have been studying German. After baseline assessment of students
conducted in the first month of the school year in this course, students who are currently achieving proficiency level of Novice (1)
are expected to show growth in understanding and achieve proficiency at the Intermediate level (2) upon completion of this year
course.

Time Interval

Does the goal apply to the duration of the time you spend with your student population (ex. Year, Semester, Trimester, etc.)?

Academic year 2014 - 2015

Evidence Sources

What benchmark assessments will you use (pre-instruction, mid-interval, post- instruction)? What formative practices will you use to
monitor progress throughout the interval? What summative assessment will you use to determine student growth at the end of the
interval? Is the assessment: Aligned to the instructional content within the SLO? Free of bias? Appropriate for the identified student
population?

Baseline data was based on student self-assessment (Linguafolio, performance, etc.) and proficiency tasks of interpersonal
dialogue, reading interpretation of a news article, listening interpretation of a spoken news article, and presentational writing as a
reaction to a journal prompt. Growth will be assessed at semester and end of the year when such assessments will be
administered.

SLO Goal Statement (SMART criteria)

Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Results-based, Time-bound:

By the end of the 2014 - 2015 school year, 80% of level five students who attend class 90% of the year and who perform
according to the ACTFL proficiency level "novice" will advance to the "intermediate" level in the presentational writing
communication strand.

Instructional Strategies and Supports

What professional development opportunities support this goal? What instructional methods will you employ so that students
progress toward the identified growth goal? How will you differentiate instruction to support multiple growth goals within your
population? Who might you collaborate with in order to support the unique learning needs within your group?



Each day I require the students to practice all four communicative abilities (speaking, reading, listening, and writing), and as the
year progresses, the amount of supports I provide decrease and the difficulty level of text increases. For example, at the start of
the year we listen to slowly spoken news articles from Deutsche Welle. At the end of the year the goal is for students to be able
to listen to ARD's news summary in 100 seconds without significant issue. Throughout the course of the academic year, we will
work with these texts from all different angles and look at specific techniques in note-taking, pre-reading or listening strategies,
initiating prior knowledge, circumlocutory definitions, and predictions. For students with more advanced language skills (e.g.
heritage speakers), we will look at native speaker appropriate yet scaffolded examples in order to keep their academic
knowledge of their native language while providing them support in written ability. It has been my experience that generally,
students who have been raised speaking the language have difficulty with transcribing it in written form. Working individually
with these students on spelling and writing will be one aspect of differentiation. Students will be required to keep a "Margin of
Errors" and track pattern or repeat mistakes in their writing. When they begin a draft, they will use this as a resource to improve
the quality of their writing. We will also discuss purpose and audience when writing as well as access language assistance from
the AP exam.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Mid-Interval Review

Summarize the evidence of progress:

Status of SLO:

Articulate strategies / modifications to address barriers (if necessary):

Revised SLO goal statement (if necessary):

 My Goal Statement, elements, and process are on target and do not require revision

 
My Goal Statement or other element requires revision (complete next 3 sections: Strategies to address Barriers, Revised
SLO Goal and Rationale for Changes)



Describe changes and provide rationale for changes (if necessary):

______________________________________________________________________________________

End-of-Interval Review

Status of SLO:

Summarize the evidence of progress:

What did you learn that would inform future SLO plans?

Additional comments:



All required fields should be completed before the form can be finalized.


